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Abstract
The children’s faces lit up the darkness of the night. I had come with Bong, a Filipino, to treat a young child with a cough and high fever. The girl was sat with her 3 young sisters on a bench outside their ‘house’, a flimsy wooden shack which was their home. “Brother James”, “Father James”, “Mister James”, “Doctor James” they chimed simultaneously jumping up and down with excitement. “Just call me James” I responded in the local dialect, “much easier”. After speaking to the mother and examining the child we prescribed the appropriate antibiotics. “Keep it in the fridge” I advised the mother. Bong coughed, trying to give me a subtle hint. I looked at Bong and he smiled at me through the candlelight. The light bulb came on in my mind “of course, the candles...these houses d o n 't have electricity never mind a fridge”, I spoke to the mother once more “OK, we will come back every day to administer the medicine”. As we snaked our way back home through the coconut trees, tired but content, my steps made lighter by the gleeful voices of the children ringing in my ears, the days of ward rounds, white cell counts and chest x-rays seemed but a distant memory...
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I finished my research project, published it and presented it at the Australasian Surgeons Conference in 1999, where I won the Plastic surgery prize, and presented it for the final time at the British Association of Australasian Surgeons Conference in 1999, where I won the Plastic surgery thing. Not even the pretty Paula could deter me as she inquired “Is their no-one who could make you change your mind?” fluttering her eyelashes wildly at me. But I was convinced and so I waved au-revoir to her too and began life as a missionary.

I was sent to the hot, beautiful, exotic, challenging and lively Philippines, to the island of Cebu. There I met 16 other missionaries, from all over the world, teachers, engineers, lawyers, army officers, bankers, from all walks of life. It is reassuring to see so many other young people answering this same calling. Life at first was exciting but challenging. I will never quite forget the shock of seeing rice for breakfast on my first day. I was searching for the crunchy nut cornflakes or at least some sugar puffs but to no avail. Of course I didn’t say anything because I wanted to show that I was tough enough for this life in Asia. Then the rice came again at lunch and again at dinner, and then again for breakfast, without wave of it. Maybe something in my face gave the game away as my Filipino brothers asked “Do you eat rice in England?” “Yes, of course, but not for every meal” I replied curtly. My initial fears that I would die of malnutrition proved to be unfounded and little by little my stomach and my heart became more and more Filipino.

The Verbum Dei community was founded in 1963 by Reverend Father Jaime Bonet, and now has 500 missionaries in over 33 countries. We take vows of poverty, chastity and obedience. Poverty is a way of trying to live a more simple life which is necessary for everyone. If you just spend your life chasing after material things then you will always be chasing! It is a bit like the greyhounds that chase after the plastic rabbit, running round and round, but never quite getting their teeth into it. I have found that the less I have the more content I am. It really struck me that in my 5 years in the Philippines, the most generous people were the poor ones. I think the Filipino people would win a gold medal for hospitality if it were an Olympic sport. The only times I remember not receiving a warm welcome were in some of the richer houses! The chastity is to try to live with a pure heart, one that tries not to be selfish. I remember when we all started to go down with diarrhoea and vomiting. We thought it might have been the food until someone mentioned the water tank. When we looked inside we found some dead frogs! When the source was not clean everyone suffered. When we cleaned it up it was able once more to provide life giving water to many people. The obedience is to learn how to be really free. It sounds a bit challenging and it is at times. Like the song by Coldplay when they sing “Do you eat rice in England?”, “Nobody said it was easy”. But anything precious in this life is worth fighting for. For example relationships, friendships, our family, a marriage.

On the medical side, I found the tropical diseases quite challenging. I was trying to take care of the health of the missionaries there and I gradually came to know the gamut of ‘tropical’ diseases. Dengue fever, amebiasis, typhoid fever etc. Most of these I had only read about vaguely at medical school, thinking that I would never need to know about these strange sounding ailments! Occasionally I had to run the gauntlet with the local charlatans, the “mananambal” (local witch doctors). When our neighbour’s son lapsed into a coma I had to convince them that it was not because he had offended the tree spirit by throwing stones at it but it was more likely due to meningitis. On another occasion I became angry at the local healer who had suggested the sacrifice of a pig and a chicken for a man with aplastic anaemia. Of course, in describing these situations I don’t want you to think that the health care system is backward or basic, in fact quite the opposite. The Philippines have a good healthcare system, with well trained, highly professional doctors and nurses who can hold their own on any ward around the world, and many hospitals have state of the art equipment. The healthcare is excellent. Excellent that is when you can afford it. The problem is the widespread poverty which means that many lack basic healthcare. At this moment, I would like to ask you a question. Am I allowed? If you are a young medical student, aspiring to help the world, what do you think we can do about this? That over two thirds of the world lacks basic healthcare. What a challenge! One day I saw a Doctor prescribing antibiotics to a very old man. After the consultation, the old man was crying. He could not afford the antibiotics. I wondered if the doctor had realised this that despite his years of hard studying and dedication to help others, and in the end he hadn’t. I have met many doctors, who at the end of the day, are more interested in the health of their bank balance than the health of their patients. There are so many people waiting to be helped in our world of today. I think one life can do so much. Look at Mother Theresa of Calcutta. Everyone, Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Christians alike can see what one life moved by love can do for others.

The five years I spent in the Philippines up until July 2004 were really a great adventure. One thing you find is that as a doctor (or even as a medical student) people will ask for your diagnosis or opinion about anything vaguely medical. This is a great privilege and also a great risk. I remember that I was expected to be an expert in all areas from ENT, to Obstetrics and Gynaecology to dentistry. One day when I was in the chapel praying I heard some of the missionaries shouting “James”, “James!” “Quick there is blood everywhere!” I ran out of the chapel and was shocked to see a trail of blood drops on the ground. I started to go through the ABC of management of penetrating trauma, imagining a brother had been knifed. Away, breathing, circulation…remembering all the emergency techniques I had learnt in America during my month long trauma elective in Washington DC. “James! Quick how can I help you?” I ran up the stairs at full speed onto the landing to find “Boogie” our dog, being cradled in the hands of one of the missionaries. Boogie, a notorious fighter, had cut the bridge of his nose and it was bleeding profusely. “James do something, you are the doctor”. Various suggestions were coming forth from my colleagues such as “Put him to sleep and operate on him” but seeing that Boodie had already tried to bite 2 missionaries including myself, I felt that he was not really interested in any TLC (tender loving care) we could offer. “Well Doctor, what do you think?” asked my brother. “I am a doctor not a vet” I reminded him before advising him that all would be well and Boogie would live. Sure enough the bleeding gradually stopped and Boogie bounded off, ready to fight another day.

Of course as doctors we face situations where you cannot win. Where there seems to be no hope, where you have to fight for someone’s life often in the face of difficulties. I used to hate these situations because it can be seen as a failure when the person dies. I think God taught me to see it differently when I was there. One day a young man came to our house bleeding from his nose. He had been diagnosed with aplastic anaemia 3 months earlier but had no money for further medical follow up. His bone marrow was not working and thus was not producing platelets making bleeding likely. At the hospital his haemoglobin was 5g/dL with a platelet count of 15,000. He needed a 5 unit blood transfusion immediately. There was no free blood bank. If you want blood you need to pay for it (for a manual worker one unit is about 15 days’ wages) or find donors. We gathered 5 others from 5 different countries to donate and told the patient ‘that his blood would be the united colours of Benetton. We repeated this process every 3 months. The hospital staff asked why we were helping this man as we were not getting paid, he was not a relative and for most of us not even from our own country. I suppose I saw this person as my brother and it moved me to want to help him. I think all of us from Japan, France, Philippines, and Vietnam saw this person as a brother, someone in need, and were trying to be a Good Samaritan in little ways.
His aplastic anaemia proved to be untreatable and he was finally admitted to hospital with platelets of 6,000 and brain haemorrhaging. In his final hours, I really saw how much a person can suffer and I tasted the misery of not feeling able to help, of being overcome by despair, of misery as it seems there is nothing you can do. Even his final medicines, phenytoin to stop him fitting in front of his family, an oxygen mask proved too expensive for us to buy. We had to borrow the money from the doctors. When he was dying I saw the face of Jesus again, a suffering face, “I thirst”. A Jesus who suffers but a Jesus who encourages us to keep going, to keep doing good, to not give up. “Whatever you do to the least of these brothers you do to me”. Many times I think we feel little in front of the challenges of the world of today but I would encourage you all to not give up, keep going. As Mother Theresa said “It is not how successful I am but how faithful”.

I think one thing I enjoyed was being with the people there. We tried to reach out to many people and share their every day lives. Being with families, students, couples, teenagers. Organizing trips to local orphanages with teenagers, listening to prisoners in the jails, trying to find sponsors for the local children to go to school. For me it was an honour and a privilege to share with the Filipino people and also to live with others who wanted to help others too. I suppose I was lucky growing up in a happy family because many people have not experienced this. I remember one day being at a funeral and seeing a 2 year old child, completely dirty and covered in rags, standing on a table. I recalled the film title “Angels with dirty faces”. In one instant he slipped and fell, hitting his head off a wall. Soon his face was covered with blood. I approached rapidly and was relieved to find only a small scalp wound. I appealed for some betadine and cotton wool from the enlarging crowd. After initial treatment I asked for his parents. “Where is his mother?” I enquired. “No mother” responded a voice from the crowd. “Where is his father?” I shouted. “No father!” responded another voice. How sad that this child had no one to care for him, no one to love him. “You are the father!” shouted a small voice from the crowd but to their amusement. Do you know in that moment I realized it was true. That our mission it is not to be a priest, or a doctor or a missionary, as if it is to have a title, or a profession but it is more than that. It is to be like a father I suppose, or a mother to many people.

I hope and pray that each one of us can work hard to help others, to be Good Samaritans in the privileged position of doctors, and also to be doctors with big hearts not just salaries. I am now continuing my missionary life in Rome, doing theological studies. I give thanks to God for the gift of being a missionary and the privilege of being able to take care, in a small way, of the physical and spiritual health of many people.

If you would like to write to me or find out a bit more about our work email me at jamesmctavishfmvd@yahoo.co.uk